Shipping & Logistics Company Fined
Almost $1 Million for Sanctions Violations
Case Study
On 2 May 2019, the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) released a settlement agreement in
which MID-SHIP, a New York-headquartered global shipping and logistics company was fined
$871,837 for Iran sanctions violations in 2011.
The settlement provides a clear example of how
a lack of sound due diligence processes and
policies, including vessel sanction screening, can
result in significant fines.
Over the course of nine months in 2011, OFAC
outlines how MID-SHIP processed five electronic
transfers, totaling approximately $472,861,
linked to payments associated with two blocked
vessels identified on OFAC’s List of Specifically
Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons
(“SDN List”).
The blocked vessels in question were owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by the Islamic
Republic of Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL).
As outlined in the settlement, MID-SHIP
personnel exchanged email communications
regarding increased levels of scrutiny applied by
US and non-US financial institutions to OFAC
compliance. Despite this, MID-SHIP did not
develop or implement OFAC sanctions
compliance policies and procedures to ensure
compliance.
MID-SHIP was said to be in possession of
documents identifying the vessels by their
respective IMO numbers, connecting them to
Iran.

Both vessels were also publicly identified by name and IMO number on the SDN List by the time
MID-SHIP processed the electronic funds transfers constituting the apparent violations.
The settlement highlights examples where management at
MID-SHIP requested to remove vessel names from
electronic transfer details, as well as discussing receiving
payment in a non-US Dollar currency when faced with
payments being held by a financial institution.

OFAC notes that MID-SHIP’s ‘culture of compliance appears to have been deficient at the time of
the apparent violations.’
Along with the monetary fine, the settlement requires MID-SHIP to maintain their newly
established sanctions compliance program designed to minimise the risk of recurrence of similar
conduct in the future.

What can be done to prevent sanctions violations?
Since 2011, the regulatory landscape’s complexity has increased exponentially.
Even eight years ago, as seen MID-SHIP's case, it was vital for businesses to ensure that they
could keep at pace and comply with the sanctions & regulatory landscape. Now in 2019, we are
seeing the fastest moving and most complex regulatory landscape to date. The need to automate,
streamline & record complex compliance processes poses a real challenge and should constitute
an essential part of any company’s sanctions & risk management programme.
At Pole Star, we have built
technologies to make maritime
trade compliant and safe.
PurpleTRAC has been designed
with and for companies with
regulatory exposures in maritime
trade and shipping, and is now used
by many major international trade
financing
banks,
international
trading companies, governments
and flag administrations and
maritime insurers around the world.

PurpleTRAC can be configured to an individual clients’ requirements, enabling them to automate,
streamline and record their regulatory process generating an all-important audit trail for
demonstration of best efforts in compliance.
Our system includes best in breed data and watchlist configurations from our partners at IHS and
Dow Jones, in one simple web based system that is easy to use and install in either user interface
or API format.

In near real-time, PurpleTRAC:
Screens against global sanctions lists
and performs country sanctions
checks
Monitors vessels using hybrid AIS
and Inmarsat tracking technologies
and records vessel movement history
Screens ships, their owners and
benefactors for any change in
regulatory status
Creates tamper resistant, automated auditable reports for demonstration of compliance

Learn more about PurpleTRAC: www.polestarglobal.com/purpletrac
Read the full OFAC settlement agreement:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20190502.aspx
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